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1.  Introduction and Motivation 
-  P2P Botnets from an operators point of view 
-  Graph-based botnet detection: 

Revealing P2P structures in Traffic Dispersion Graphs 
2.  Recent approaches 

-  PageRank and Clustering 
-  Finding Friend-of-a-friend structures 

3.  Experimental results 
-  Limitations of existing approaches 
-  Suggestions on improvements 

4.  Conclusion 
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What is a botnet? 

Botmaster 
runs the C&C server 

Bots  
malicious software 
runs on an infected hosts 

C&C Server 
commands and controls 
a group of bots 
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address change 
to evade countermeasures 

client-server 
approach 



P2P Botnets 

" Use of peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks 
already observed in practice 

" Example: Storm botnet 
-  peak activity in 2007  
-  millions of infected hosts 
-  uses Overnet P2P network 

(based on Kademlia) 
in the setup phase 

" No central point of failure, 
but command dissemination slow 

" Theory: P2P networks form observable structures 

botmaster 

C&C structure 

command 
injection 
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What the network operator observes: 

Monitored hosts 
(customer PCs) 

bot 
(infected host) 
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Problem: 
Which other hosts  
are infected? 

monitor 



Observable connections 

monitored local network Internet 

invisible to 
the monitor 

m
on

ito
r 

<src ip, src port,  
  dst ip, dst port,  
  protocol > 
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Goal: identify 
potential bots for 
further analysis 

! 



Traffic dispersion graph 

monitored local network Internet 

invisible to 
the monitor 

<src ip, src port,  
  dst ip, dst port,  
  protocol> 

monitored connections 
(traffic dispersion graph, TDG) 

m
on

ito
r 

local IPs external IPs 
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Edge: at least one IP 
packet transferred 



Traffic dispersion graph - example 
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TDG with 
~ 4000 nodes 
   thereof 500 internal 
~ 20.000 edges 

Known bot 

How to find 
others? 
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Experimental setup 

Sample 

P2P botnet topology from a 
synthetic Kademlia P2P network 

Merged 
network 
trace 

Traffic dispersion graph (TDG) 
from a network trace  
a)  DSL Network 
b)  UMass Campus Network 

superimposed nodes (only one random 
bot is known) 
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" Finding fast mixing components by  
random walks in traffic dispersion graphs 
BotGrep: Finding P2P bots with structured graph analysis  
by Nagaraja, Mittal, Hong, Caesar, Borisov. USENIX Security 2010 

" Clustering hubs/authorities by  
pagerank on traffic dispersion graphs 
BotTrack: Tracking botnets using netflow and pagerank.   
by François, Wang, State, Engel. NETWORKING 2011 

 

" Finding friends-of-a-friend in traffic disperson graphs 
Friends of an enemy: identifying local members of  
peer-to-peer botnets using mutual contacts 
by Coskun, Dietrich, Memon. ACSAC ’10 

Recent approaches to Botnet Detection 

complete knowledge of the network is assumed (holistic view) 

only partial knowledge is assumed (edge router’s view)  
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Hubs vs Authorities – results of BotTrack 















     
























 




Finding “Friends of an Enemy” 

1 
monitored connections 
(full TDG) 

local 
IPs 

external 
IPs 

graph extracted from 
15 min traffic © FTW - 12 - 

Traffic Dispersion  
Graph (TDG) 

[Coskun et al. 2010] 
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TDG with “mutual contacts” only 

edge is included only if at 
least two nodes share an 
external destination 

2 
only connections with 
mutual contacts 

local 
IPs 

external 
IPs 

X 



... and the resulting MCG 

edge indicates 
mutual contact 

3 
mutual contacts 
graph (MCG) 

local 
IPs 

external 
IPs 
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“Dye pumping” 

start node 

4 
Dye pumping 

start node (known 
infected host) 

5 

set of nodes that 
likely belong to 
the same p2p 
network 

Result 

depends on 
dye level 
threshold 



" Algorithm as proposed by Coskun et al. 2010 
" Compute transition matrix T 

T(i,j) = edge weight of (i,j) over weighted degree of i 
" Multiply iteratively with Dye level vector L 
" „Refresh“ dye level of the start node before each iteration 
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Dye Pumping details  

where Di is the degree of Node Ni (i.e. number of neighbors
or edges that Ni has) and ! is the Node Degree Sensitiv-
ity Coe!cient. Basically, nodes with high degrees receive
less and less dye as ! increases.
The Dye-pumping Algorithm has three inputs, namely
the edge capacities (Eji) of the mutual-contacts graph (E
represents the matrix containing all Eji values), the in-
dex (s) of the seed node Ns, and the number of iterations
(maxIter). Given these inputs, the dye-pumping algorithm
first computes the dye-attraction coe!cients from edge ca-
pacities and forms the transition matrix T such that:

T(i, j) = "ji = Eji

(Di)!

where i = 1, ..., v and j = 1, ..., v. Also T(i, j) = 0 if i = j.
Notice that the transition matrix of a mutual-contacts graph
with v nodes is a v ! v square matrix.

Following that, the algorithm normalizes T, so that each
of its columns sums to 1 (i.e. stochastic matrix). If T in-
dicates the normalized transition matrix, the normalization
procedure can be written as T(i, j) = T(i,j)!v

i=1
T(i,j)

. After
normalization, the algorithm iteratively pumps dye to the
mutual-contacts graph from the seed node. For this purpose,
let the column vector L is the dye level vector, where L(i)
indicates the dye level accumulated at node i. The pumping
begins with filling the seed node with dye and leaving the
others empty such that:

L(i) =
"

1, if s = i
0, elsewhere

Once the seed node is filled with dye, the algorithm pumps
dye from the seed node across the mutual-contacts graph.
Since the outgoing edges distribute the dye accumulated
within a node proportional to their capacities, the dye levels
at next iteration can be computed as:

L(i) =
v#

j=1

T(j, i)L(j)

which can be also written in matrix form as L = TL. At
each iteration, after updating L, the algorithm pumps more
dye to the graph from the seed node by updating L(s) =
L(s) + 1. Following that the vector L is normalized after
each iteration as L = L!v

i=1
L(i)

. Finally after maxIter it-
erations, the dye-pumping algorithm outputs the dye-level
vector L. The steps of the dye-pumping algorithm are sum-
marized below:

Algorithm 1 Dye_P umping(E, s, maxIter)
1: T " computeT ransitionMatrix(E)
2: T " normalize(T)
3: L " [0, 0, ..., 0]tr {initialize L as a zero vector}
4: for iter = 1 to maxIter do
5: L(s) " L(s) + 1 {Pump dye from the seed node}
6: L " L!

L(i)
{Normalize dye level vector}

7: L " TL {Distribute dye in network for one iteration}
8: end for
9: output L

Once the algorithm outputs the vector L, the dye level
of each node (L(i)) indicates the confidence level for the
corresponding host being a member of the same P2P botnet
as the seed node. To have a more conclusive result, we set a
threshold thr such that the nodes having a dye level greater

than thr are declared as potential members of the same P2P
botnet as the seed bot.

Notice that the algorithm involves a constant number of
matrix multiplications. Hence, the complexity of a naive
implementation of the algorithm is cubic in the number of
nodes. However, both dye-level vector (L) and transition
matrix (T) are sparse. Therefore one can implement the
dye-pumping algorithm asymptotically faster by using fast
sparse matrix multiplication techniques.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Detecting Nugache Peers

In order to systematically assess the performance of the
proposed scheme against a real-world botnet, one needs to
know the IP addresses of the members of a P2P botnet in
a given network. Otherwise, nothing can be said about the
true positive or false alarm rate without knowing the ground
truth. One way to obtain the ground truth is to blend real
botnet data into the network tra!c and make few hosts look
as if they have been infected by the botnet. This strategy
essentially aggregates real botnet tra!c and real user traf-
fic on some of the hosts and therefore provides a realistic
scenario. From the proposed scheme’s perspective, to make
a host look like a P2P bot, one can first capture the flow
records of the network, which contains the host, during a
time window. Then one can collect the flow records form a
real P2P bot during a similar time window. Following that,
one can change the bot’s IP address in these botnet flow
records to a selected host’s IP address and append them to
the flow records of the entire network so that, along with its
original tra!c, the selected host will appear as if it has also
communicated with the external IP addresses that the real
bot has talked to.

In order to establish the ground truth for our experiments,
we utilize the data collected from the Nugache botnet, which
has been thoroughly studied in [30][8]. Briefly speaking,
Nugache is a P2P botnet that uses random high-numbered
ports for its communication over TCP. The data we use
in our experiments was compiled by the Nugache crawler
presented in [10] and its communication between Nugache
peers.
Nugache Botnet Data: Details on the Nugache botnet
and Nugache crawler can be found in [30] and [8]. In sum-
mary, the C&C protocol of Nugache enables querying a peer
for its list of known peers and a list of recently communi-
cated peers. Using this functionality, the crawler starts from
a series of seed peers and traverses the botnet by querying
peers for their list of known peers. The crawler maintains
the list of recently communicated peers for each accessible
Nugache peer. Consequently, when it finishes crawling, it
produces list of recently communicated peers for several Nu-
gache peers.

In our experiments, we used the data collected by the
crawler when Nugache was active. To collect data, the
crawler was executed repeatedly for 9 days, where each ex-
ecution lasted roughly 30 to 45 minutes. We used a 24-hour
observation window for our experiments. Hence, we em-
ployed several randomly selected 24-hour segments of the
crawler data from the 9-day results in our experiments to
cover the botnet dynamics during all 9 days. We observed
that in any of these 24-hour segments, 904 Nugache peers
responded to the crawler on an average. We also observed
that 34% of all possible pairs of Nugache peers communi-

134
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" MCG Search: breadth-first search (limited by depth or dye) 
-  each node in the visited set gives half of its dye 
-  this dye is spread to unvisited nodes according to edge weight. 

" Similar detection rate to Dye Pumping 
" Saving matrix multiplications gives significant speed-up. 
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Alternative to dye pumping 

visited set next set 

start node 
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Results for campus network 
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Results for DSL network 
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Runtime comparison 

Fig. 6. PageRank of nodes on the TDG for original and inverted flows
(logscale). 5 known bots were elevated by increasing their initial rank.
Clustering is calculated by DBSCAN based on distance.

The performance of all algorithms depends heavily on
the underlying background trace. The FPR obtained in the
DSL trace for each botnet dimension is about five times the
rate obtained from analysis of the UMass trace. While the
DSL trace contains other P2P traffic, which shifts the degree
distribution towards higher node degrees (Figure 5), the UMass
trace contains fewer, mainly unstructured P2P traffic, where
the Kademlia connections can be more easily identified. In the
DSL trace, well-connected non-bots attract dye and spread it to
false positives in further iterations, which are needed to reach
out into larger botnets. Locality of the bots, i.e. closeness to
the known start node in the mutual contacts graph is a strong
indication for belonging to the same community. However,
locality as an indicator works well for small botnets and cannot
help in detecting further bots, if the share of bots becomes
high. This is visible in Figure 7 as the area under the curve
(AUC) decreases with a larger number of bots. The Louvain
method has a better performance on the UMass trace, where
the botnet is denser than the background graph. In the DSL
trace, where we can observe partial overlaps of the botnet with
other P2P traffic, the Louvain method adds more false positives
to the result cluster. The plain Louvain method as applied here
does not depend on thresholds. In comparison to the local
MCG Search, its drawback is its running time, because the
whole graph is clustered and not only the community of the
start node. In the direct comparison between MCG Search
and Dye Pumping, the differences are small, sometimes with
a slight advantage of MCG Search in terms of FPR for the
same values of TPR. Considering the computational overhead,
MCG search decreases the runtime by almost 80% as shown
in Figure 9. Further results on the algorithms are shown in
Table II in order to allow comparisons where precision and
recall are used as metrics.

The iterative MCG Search integrates checking of reported
nodes. The results are shown in Figure 8, where FPR is here
the cost for checking false positives. This algorithm iteratively
grows the set of true bots and needs no dye threshold. It yields
less accuracy on the smaller botnets, but higher accuracy for

TABLE II
PRECISION AND RECALL COMPARISON

Precision / Recall UMass trace DSL trace
20 bots 100 bots 20 bots 100 bots

MCG Search* 0.73 / 0.81 0.83 / 0.44 0.36 / 0.66 0.60 / 0.43
Dye Pumping** 0.71 / 0.82 0.82 / 0.44 0.10 / 0.78 0.63 / 0.43
Louvain 0.69 / 0.75 0.79 / 0.73 0.26 / 0.73 0.50 / 0.62
*dye threshold = 0.0005, **dye threshold = 0.001.
Thresholds are taken from the “knee” of the respective ROC curve
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Fig. 9. Average number of operations and runtime for Dye Pumping, Local
MCG Search (dye threshold=0.002) and Louvain clustering (runtime only).

larger ones, thus narrowing the overall accuracy range. This
example shows that the combination with other perhaps costly
methods for host-based checks can be beneficial.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our experiments show that graph-based botnet detection
can provide good results, but depends strongly on the un-
derlying background traffic and the share of bots present in
the monitored network. In summary we could observe the
following factors of influence: (i) Presence of other P2P traffic
in the background trace, (ii) size of the botnet to be revealed,
(iii) availability or quantity of known bots. Especially in the
presence of other P2P network traffic, it is difficult to separate
a botnet. Furthermore, it is very likely that the results are
influenced by the topological structure of the botnet and the
availability of further monitoring points. Future botnets might
employ sparser structures, however at the expense of resilience
to churn. Further monitoring points and ISP collaboration
might then help to obtain a better picture of the botnet. From
an algorithmic point of view, methods targeting locality around
a known bot such as MCG search have more stable results than
those that compute an overall clustering based on modularity.
Locality helps to identify further bots, even if (legitimate)
P2P traffic is present in the background trace, but this has
its weakness in revealing large botnets. By exploiting local-
ity, MCG search yields the lowest computational complexity
while preserving an accuracy comparable to Dye pumping. In
practice, a promising approach is to use graph-based botnet
detection in combination with other detection methods.
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Some remarks... 

other P2P nodes 

botnet nodes 

on the impact of 
other P2P networks 



Conclusion and open questions 

" Structured P2P networks form densely connected topologies 

" They can be found in Traffic Dispersion Graphs (TDG) 
-  Only IP contacts needed (works also for encrypted c&c traffic) 
-  Problem: nodes participate in botnet and legitimate communication 

" P2P networks with high interconnectivity can be separated 
-  Performance depends on background traffic 
-  Experiments: Local heuristics better than targeting high degree, page rank, ... 

" Network graph analysis on its own cannot detect botnets 
-  but help to identify further bots, if some infected hosts are known 
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